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About the Artist 

After balancing the raising of children with a career as a Los Angeles chef and owner of a 
manufacturing business, Helen retired to the shore of Lake Huron in her home state of 
Michigan. A lifetime exploration of consciousness — how thought is a vibration that becomes 
identity — became her art. She is inspired by the intangible feelings of energy that flood the 
body, the life force that moves up and down the spine, radiating between hearts, signifying 
place or geography.   

Within her practice there are metaphysical exchanges of both the creation and the encounter, 
providing for contemplation of how energy is imbued into clay, how the invisible world is made 
visible. Helen hand builds and sculpts, adding surface treatments that evoke patterns, textures, 
tones of natural environments, to make art forms that speak about worlds around us. There is 
so much love in nature, reflecting spaces between our thoughts, like breathing, full of vast 
potential to understand the network of connections available to us.   

Helen’s outdoor sculptures reference the sacred, suggest the mysterious, and are meant to 
bring the feelings we experience into view. She thinks of her ceramic art as meditation totems, 
as archetypal heralds presenting a narration on consciousness, offering safe emotional 
experiences to encourage deep communication for a wiser humanity. Her art presents a 
meditation that devolves thinking into feeling, into quietness, into lives of stewardship.  
 
About the Sculpture 
 
Material:  Clay/ceramics 

Weathered #5 is composed of handmade ceramic discs and spacers supported by an internal 

galvanized metal pole.   This totemic sculpture is meant to interact with outside environments; 

it reflects the tones and colors and shapes of nature. The totem is high fired in an atmospheric 

wood/salt kiln +/-2400* which gives each component a unique surface from the wood ash, salt 

infusion, and glazing. 
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Approximate dimensions and weight:  7’ high; 80# 

Purchase price:  $7800 

For further information about the purchase of this sculpture, please contact Helen Hierta at 
helen@noble-ideas.com 
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